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ABSTRACT

On the occasion of RSIC's 20th anniversary year, this review
includes highliqhts and lessons learned. In June 1963, the first
RSIC Newsletter was published, and information analyses procedures
and practices were initiated. Evidence indicates that RSIC served
for 20 years as the focal point for the exchanqe and transfer of
radiation transport technology and contributed to the advancement
of the state of the art. The oriqinal concept is found to be
sound: operate an information analysis center bv collectinq,
orqanisinq, evaluatinq, and analy?.inq all relevant information and
makjnq the information available in a form readily useful to
scientist:, and enqineern. Computinq technoloqy, a computer-based
literature information nyntom, and an advisory service remain
important elcmontr. of the center. Continuinq interaction between
the contor, doveloporr., nnd unerr. of information products and
services hns boon a key to RSIC success. A look to the future
reflects optimism.

To say that one has spent nore than 20 years and a lot of mileaqe in
preparation for this presentation today is no exeqqeration! We feel
privileqed to have had the opportunity to work closely with you, the
international shieldinq community, in seekinq to advance the state of the
art in a nDSt important disciplinary area of the nuclear industry. For
mankind to realise the fullest blessinqs of this boundless source of
enerqy, it is essential that we continue to work toqether to ensure
competence in all our efforts to shield aqainst the harmful effects of
ionizinq radiation.

In the autumn of 1962 (USA FY-1963), announcement was made to the
news media1"^ by the U. S. Atomic Enerqy Commission (AEC) and the ,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) of the establishment of a shieldinq
center "to assist in solvinq radiation problems related to reactors,
nuclear weapons, and space." This Radiation Shieldinq Information Center
(RSIC) located at ORNL was to "collect, evaluate, and disseminate
shieldinq information."

RSIC was bom at a time of beqinninq concern with the so-called
"information explosion." Alvin Weinberq, ORNL Director, spent the summer
of 1962 in the Executive Office of the President of the United States as



chairman of a committee of distinguished scientists considering "The
Responsibilities of the Technical Community and the Government in the
Transfer of Information." The resultinq document4 theme was
"Information is an inteqral part of science; without proper handlinq of
information, science cannot function."^ It recommended the
establishment of specialized information centers - "to diqest and evaluate
- to make condensations and reviews - thus savinq the time of the
individual research scientist and enqineer." ORNL led in developing
prototypes - few of which survived.

RSIC's 20th anniversary attests to its lonqevity. Many of you can
attest to its usefulness and vitality. Lonqevity and usefulness can be
attributed to your participation in FSIC activities, your contributions
(literature, codes, data), your counsel, and your continuing interaction.

What do you understand RSIC to be?

Our financial sponsors justify patronaqe by defininq RSIC to be a
technical institute, an essential element in their several national
programs, nnci in their agreements in international information exchanqe.
Wo qenornlly define RSIC to bo an information analysis center (IAC) - a
formally structured organisational unit established for the purpose of
acquiring, selecting, storing, retrieving, evaluating, analysing, and
synthesizing information with the intent of compiling, diqooting,
repockaqinq, or otherwise orqnnizinq and presenting it in a more useful
fora.

RSIC's mission - to lead, to collaborate, and to serve - remains the
same.

RSIC's scope today spans the information needs of research and
development (R&D) for fission and fusion reactors, accelerators, nuclear
weapons, radioisotopes, and natural and man-made radiation in space. The
scope provides broad subject coveraqe:

• Physics of interaction of radiation with matter,

• Radiation sources and transport,

« Radiation protection,

• Radiation detectors and measurements,

•• Engineering shield design, and 4

• Shieldinq materials properties.

Your needs, as determined throuqh periodic surveys, stronqly influence
RSIC direction.

Twenty years in basic scientific research cannot be considered a long
period of time. In the modem climate of hiqh technology development, it



spans innumerable chanqes, particularly within the nuclear and related
areas.

Today, wa choose amonq micro-, mini-, medium-, maxi-, and
super-conputers. In RSTC's beqinninq, we had access to the IBM 7000
series or CDC 1604 or Philco 2000 or similar vendor hardware.
Implementinq and tsstinq computer proqraras which were hardware-bound was
not easy. Today, powerful, standardized, advanced proqramminq lanquaqes
and versatile coeratinq/monitor systems and compilers make possible
transportable software that is almost independent of hardware. We believe
RSIC to be one of the influences in that direction.

The commercial database manaqement systems for storinq and retrievinq
information did not exist 20 years aqo. The first task of RSIC foundinq
members, S. K. Penny and D. K. Trubey, was to desiqn and develop the
Storaqe and Retrieval Information System (SARIS), which has evolved into a
data base which is part of an information system with on-line access from
any location in tho nation.

The RSIC treatment of computinq technoloqv (codes and data) as bona
fi do scientific information, subieet to continuinq critical examination,
mcvi'ifieotion, nnd improvement throuqh interaction between developer,
center, and unor has perhaps attracted tho most attention. The
implementation of the "open code or data packaqo" concept wan said to have
"materially advanced tho state of the art" in a 1975 citation by the
Shielding Division of tho American Nuclear Society (ANS) and by an /INS
Follow citation in 1982 presented to the RSIC director.

The RSIC codes collection beqan in 1963 with technoloqy developed in
the Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion proqram which ended in 1961. Kernel
inteqration codes from the General Electric Nuclear Materials Production
Operation (NMPO) in Cincinnati, Ohio, Monte Carlo codes from the Nuclear
Aerospace Research Facility of General Dynamics, Fort Vtorth, Texas, and
moments method, discrete ordinates, and Monte Carlo codes from the United
Nuclear Corporation, Khite Plains, few York were the first contributions.
This technoloqy, merqinq with developments and contributions from manv
other domestic and foreiqn laboratories, has matured into the
sophisticated computinq technoloqy that is described in the various papers
of the present conference.

We reported the availability of 39 code packaqes in early 1965; 60 in
19t>6. Today, the shieldinq code collection includes 431 complex code
systems, 332 contributed by U.S. developers, and 99 contributions from 20
other nations. The Japanese shieldinq community leads in non-USA ,
contributions with 21% of the total, the French with 19%, and the British
with !5%. The remaininq 37% cams fran institutions in Arqentina, Austria
(IAEA), Canada, Denmark, Finland, Germany (FRG), Hunqary, India, Israel,
Italy, Norway, Poland, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and
Taiwan (ROC). .

Essential peripheral (to shieldinq) codes are also included amonq
RSIC products: 190 packaqes to date, 27% of which were contributed by 16



non-USA sources. Of these, Japanese contributions aqain lead (27%),
follow(5d by the United Kingdom (25%), and France (10%). Other
contributions were received from Australia, Austria (IAEA), Bulqaria,
Canada, Germany, Hunqary, Inaia, Israel, Italy, South Africa, Sweden,
Switzerland, and Yuqosi jia.

Calling attention to the international flavor of the RSIC collections
is deliberate. It is our way of reportinq that information sharinq within
the qlobal shielding community continues and, indeed, that which passes
throuqh the RSIC clearinqhouse appears to DP increasinq. We are convinced
that our relationship with you is iieaninqful and mutually beneficial. We
join with you in efforts to ensure competency and credibility in shield
design. We are also pleased to interact with international aqencies with
mutual qoals. Our international effectiveness has increased throuqh
collaboration, for example, with the EURATOM Shieldinq Information Service
(ESIS), the OECD Nuclear Enerqy Aqency Data Bank, and the IAEA Nuclear
Data Center.

A review of current work in process indicates an increase in
international input to RSIC. Of the 58 new code systems in the testinq
queue, 27 (47%) came from non-USA contributors. Much of the recently
packaged technology increases the significance of the radiation transport
technology base. Wo cite., for examples, transport code packaqes:

CCC-336/ASFIT (India/Kalpakkam Research Centre), CCC-372/TRIPOLI-2
(France/CEN Saclay SERMA LEPF), CCC-391/PALLAS (Japan/JAERI), CCC-406/
02MA (Israel/Technion), and data packaqe DLC-81/DOSDAM (Netherlands Enerqy
Research Foundation).

We also value your personal interest in RSIC direction, workinq
philosophy and coveraqe. When we called for volunteers to serve as an
advisory board in June 1963, 38 people responded. On reviewinq the
earliest available listinq of the RSIC Board of Volunteer Installation
Coordinators, we ware pleased to note that some of you were there. We are
honored to have had 20 years of active support from persons present or
represented at this conference, includinq Robert L. French (Radiation
Research Associates, USA), Wilbur Bunch (Hanford Enqineerinq Development
Laboratory, USA), Pierre La Fore (CEN Saclay, France), Masaya Nakata (Ship
Research Institute, Japan), Mitsuo Shindo (Hitachi Shipbuilding Center -
Osaka, Japan), and the respected co-chairman of the 6th ICRS technical
proqram, Tominori Hyodo (Kyoto University, Japan).

An early decision was made by RSIC to avoid all efforts at code
comparison in the evaluation process knowinq that each code developer had
different qoals and requirements which tended to make seeminqly similar
codes vary in their applicability. Rather than undertakinq to compare all
codes representing a qiven methodoloqy, our concept was to do method
comparison usinq a code selected to represent a qiven calculational method
and compare results. This latter philosophy has proved useful as made
apparent by interest in the RSIC seminar-workshops on methodoloqy. A
dozen have been held, beqinning with Monte Carlo (O5R, 1965 at ORNL;
repeated in 1966 under OECD-NEA auspices at Ispra, Italy). We were



honored to have had as participant in the 1966 seminar-workshop the
general chairman of the 6th ICRS, Hiroshi Ishikawa. Others are as
follows:

Date

April 17-19, 1967

Auqust 14-16, 1967

J.muarv 27-28, 1969

September 30 -
October 1, 1969

October 2-3, 1969

October 5-7, 1970

November 15-17,1971

December 6-9, 1971

April 12-13, 1976

March 14-16, 1978

Auqust 22-24, 1978

April 21-23, 1980

In planning stage

Seminar Title

Kernel Integration

Discrete Ordinates (1-D)

Electron Transport Theory

Multigroup Cross Section
Preparation-Theory, Techniques

Discrete Ordinates (2-D)

Monte Carlo (5-year update)

Radintion Transport in Air

Shielding for Nuclenr Rocket
PropulDion System (kernel
integration and discrete
ordinates)

Radiation Enerqy Spectra
Unfolding

Multigroup Cross Sections -
Preparation and Data Library
Techniques (9-year update)

Theory and Application of
Sensitivity and Uncertainty
Analysis

Theory and Application of
Monte Carlo Methods (10-year
update)

Discrete Ordinates (2-D)

Code System

CCC-48/QAD

CCC-254/ANISN

CCC-107/ETRAN

CCC-123/XSDRN

CCC-89/DOT

CCC-131/ANTE
CCC-127/MORSE

CCC-179/ATR

VB\NL codes

PSR-92/FORIST

PSR-63/AMPX-II,
DLC-41/VITAMIN-C,
DLC-42/CSRL

CCC-334/FORSS

CCC-372/TRIPOLI I I

DOT IV

The proceedings of each seminar were published as an ORNL/RSIC report,
representing at the time the equivalent of a state-of-the-art review by
the leading experts in the specific methodoloqy.

Early evaluation efforts were hampered bv the inseparable nature of
codes and data. Code developers tended to build constants and data
compilations into code systems such that it was difficult to review each
independently and more difficult to modify either. RSIC's solution was to



separate the two, and to encouraqe all code developers and data generators
to do likewise from the initial desiqn staqe. At first, we packaqed codes
and compatible data libraries toqether, which was neither efficient nor
cost effective. In 1968, the data library collection (DIC) was initiated
and the "opan data package" concept was bom. Throuqh this coeratinq
philosophy, 100 data compilations have been packaqed, 16 of which are
non-USA contributions (Japan and United Kingdom, 4 each; IAEA, 2; one each
from France, Germany (FRG), India, the Netherlands, Sweden, and
Switzerland.

We realized durinq the first year of operation that evaluated
cross-section data which had some deqree of credibility was needed, as
well as standardized formats to facilitate transportability and use. An
RSIC staff member shared a memorable 3-day iournev bv train, enroute to
the 1963 ANS annual iteetinq (Chicaqo to San Francisco) with Henrv Honeck,
a reactor physicist in Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). He had a
dream of expandinq the old BNL Siqma Center to include a national effort
to create an Evaluated Nuclear Data File (ENDF), and we aqreed to help.
Honeck airanqcd an assignment with the U.S. Atomic Enenv Commission lonq
enouqh to sell tho idea to the cross-section measurers and evaluators, and
to secure financial sponsorship. Once the National Nuclear Data Center
was formed at BNL under Sol Poarlstoin and the Cross Section Evaluation
Working Group (CSEWG) became functional, Honeck retreated to the ranks at
Savannah Rivor Laboratory.

RSIC supported tho ENDF concept and an RSIC staff irember has served
on CSEM3 frrm the beqinninq, usually as chairman of the Shielding
Subcommittee. ENDF data has been placed in the international public
domain throuqh four CSEWG releases, the latest beinq ENDF/B-IV. The work
continues, but at a reduced level.

RSIC's efforts to supply best-available data to the shieldinq
community, includinq the generation of multiqroup data libraries, are
described in a separate paper.*>

In this our 20th year, ve ask "what difference has FSIC made?"

We look back over the years and note many advances in shielding
technology. BSIC was there with you - and your words of appreciation lead
us to believe that we helped. As research budgets waxed and waned, RSIC
was there to remind vou of available published research results, of voids
in the information base that needed to be filled, of available computina
tools and data for a specific problem, and to pick up and preserve the
technoloqy frcm abandoned proqrams.

We have received from you manv reassurances that PSIC does make a
difference. As we fill the role of servant, we like to think that we
sometimes lead. We have been embarrassinqly insistent on the use of qood
practices to- facilitate portability of computing technology. We have
supported all standards efforts in documentation, computer proqrammirq,
and shielding methods. I call vour attention to a paper on the latter on
this conference program.7



In responding to the question, "why does shieldinq deserve batter
information service than other nuclear technoloqv areas?," a 3-person-
RSIC Review Committee drawn from a university, a national laboratory, and
an architect-enqineerinq (A-E) firm, responded:

a. Reactor core desiqn calculations are performed by few well-
staffed qroups often usin'j proprietary techniques

b. Many qroups of widely varyinq capabilities must perform some
shieldinq calculations

c. Utilities and A-E firms rarely make core studies but
almost all have to cope with shieldinq problems

d. The need for a center to disseminate "competence" is more
urqent for shieldinq

e. Where there are many users, often in need of education,
Center serves as buffer between code desiqner and user.

They concluded that RSIC wan on essential inqredient in "competency" in
shieldinq ami that RSIC did make a difference. One miqht turn the phrase
and ask "why do rot other nuclear technoloqv areas deserve an "RSIC"?"

Mint is too current status of shielding R&D?

We note f.hat at least two national reviews8r9 and all technical
papers at this conference have somethinq to sav on this subiert. We can
report the status from a unique perspective.

More than 1600 responses have been received from the or.qoinq RSIC
survey of the shieldinq community. Each states a source of fundinq for
some level of R&D in radiation protection, radiation transport, shieldinq,
and related areas. Many of the respondents make stronq statements of need
for nonexistent information and data, and for improved methods.
Obviously, not all shieldinq problems have been solved. We reqret that we
have not had time to make a complete analysis of your response to the
survey. Please watch the RSIC Newsletter for an announcement of the
availability of the results.

Someone continues to do shieldinq work. RSIC loqqed 1631 letters of
request received in the last six months. Many of these requested
technical quidance (~ 4"o) and 489 code and data packaqes were shipped.

We now put on the mantle of prophecy, as promised by the title, and
look to th? future.

The middle to late 1980's will see

c. A maturinq of the nuclear power industry in the USA with
increasinq focus on safety and related technoloqv as operatinq
experience is accumulated.



Increasinq demand from the defense industry for basic
qeneric information (includinq codes and data) related
to nuclear weapons shieldinq.

Proliferation of data base buildinq, but few information
analysis centers.

An increase in bureaucratic/leqislated/other constraints
on the free flow of technical information.

The utilities lookinq more closely to their own needs for
information and technoloqv (leaninq more heavilv on RSIC
resources).

Nuclear power industry demands for internal and external
dose information (require RSIC to have closer coveraqe of
radiation protection areas).

Increasinq Interest in networking and other transmission
concepts which may require radical revision of RSIC
procedures.

Further conrralidntion of Inrqe-neale txisic noutronics
code development nt a Cow national laboratorioa; polishing
(enhancement) nnd specialisation of exintinq codon by
reactor vendors ond architect-enqincerfi (A-Es); extensive
data testinq, especially for fuel reprocessinq and waste
storaqe.

Major radiation transport (e.q., 3-D deterministic) codes
which take odvantaqe of larqe, fast computers will be put
into product:on status accessible by remote terminals;
evaluation, processinq, editinq of results on versatile
small computers.

International networks throuqh multinational corporations
with supercomputers will be increasinqly utilized for the
difficult shieldinq analysis

Trend-settinq directions in Probablistic Risk Assessment
(PRA) applied to desiqn, operation, safety qoals, and
licensing of nuclear power plants.

Technical proqress in safety, quality assurance, and radio-
active waste manaqement - essential to the preservation of
the nuclear option.

Concern about safety and radiation rail allow no slowup in
R&D and the necessity for information and computinq technoloqy
in those areas.



• The economic situation is, and will continue to be difficult
for utilities. Thev are cauqht between inflation and requlation
driven by consumer resistance to hiqher costs. There will be a
"second nuclear era" based on safer reactors and the recognition
that enerqv problems will not qo awav as we approach the end of
the fossil fuel era.

• The fusion community will qrow, but slowlv, as will interest
in fusion neutronics.

• The IAC concept becomes ever more attractive as technoloqy
becomes more sophisticated. We have already entered the
Information Bra.

• The microcomputer era is now startinq. Every enqineer will have
a desk-top microcomputer by the end of the eiqhties, and
software will be in demand. Validation and qualification of
software will becomo mandatory, but techniques for this are in
their infancy. The IAC must lead in these developments by

standards.

• Nationalistic trends will continue, complicatinq international
exchange. Bilateral exchanges are not effective over lonq
periods; effective information exchnnqe will fall back on
formallv-orqani^ed centers which have continuity.

The certainty is change. The necessity is flexibility.

We conclude by revealinq our maior source of strenqth throuqhout the
20 years - and our hope for the future - TOU, and our interaction with
you. Communication within national boundaries is easy, across
international borders is more complex. It is obvious that today RSIC
receives increasinq cooperation frcrn all of vou. We appreciate and call
attention to more than 20 years of cooperation and collaboration with many
of you. As an example, we append to the written paper a 26-vear
historical record of such interaction with the French Shieldinq Group,
currently sited at CEA/CEN/Saclay. Similar examples can be cited and from
each huS resulted improved methods and a more credible information base
for us all.

We stated that the RSIC mission was to lead, to collaborate, and to
serve. Ne will, as lonq as there is recognized need, work with you to
improve shieldinq methods.

We expect RSIC to remain the focus of shieldinq, leadinq where we sen
needs qoinq unmet, servinq the interests of the community, and
collaboratinq to advance the state of the art.
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APPENDIX

Collaboration Between the French Shielding Group and ORNL/RSIC

Collaboration between the French Shielding Group, called SEPP when
located at Fontenay-aux-Roses (1956-1972) and LEPF at Saclay (1972-
present), and the Oak Ridqe National Laboratory Shielding Group and RSIC
is recorded over a period of many years. Prior to 1956, shieldinq studies
were considered classified and there was little or no exchanqe. The
record follows.

1956 Information concerning the Bulk Shielding Facility was
exchanqed.

1956 M. BRETON made a shieldinq orientation visit to ORNL.

1958 MM. BOURGEOIS, LAFORE, and RASTOIN visited ORNL for discussions
of tne Lid Tank Shieldinq Facilitv.

1959 Michel LAFFAIRE spent the vear at ORNL; know E. P. BLIZARD,
A. U1JTNI3I3RG, anrl F. KERTES2.

1962-19G3 SEPP made contact; with RLI7.ARD and ontablir.hai collaboration
(NOTE ctxtol

1964 Personnel oxehnnqe: R. E. MM5RKKR fo France and SCHUTLER to
Oak Ridqo.

1965 MM. RASTOIN and NIMAL visited RSIC; held discussions with
MASKEWITZ, TRUBEY, MAIENSCHEIN, and PENNY.

1966 S. K. PENNY and Betty F. MASKEWITZ attended Monte Carlo Seminar
at Fontenay-aux-Roses.

1968 RSIC shipped ANISN to SEPP.

1971 SEPP contributed to RSIC three computer codes: MERCURE-3
(line-of-siqht point-attenuation-kernel method in three
dimensions for qamma rays, same qeometry as ZEUS), ORPHEE VI
(dairaqe rate on pressure vessels for PWR using removal cross
sections), ELF (Monte Carlo code in one dimension usinq
UKNDL as data library*.

1972 SEPP hosted 4th ICRS in Paris; MYNAT1 later visited SEPP in
Fontenay-aux-Roses. Durinq this year SEPP left Fontenay-
aux-Roses and SERMA/LEPF was created .\t Saclav (Laboratoire
d'Etudes de Protection et de Fiabilite).

1973 C. DEVILLERS visited FSIC for discussions of multiqroup data
libraries and associated Ŝ j codes.

1973-1974 SERMA/LEPF contributed the first MERCUPF, TV version to RSIC
(line-of-sight point-attenuation-kernel method usinq exact
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precalculated importance sanplinq for the inteqration by Monte
Carlo; geometry same as in TRIPOLI).

1974 RSIC shipped COT-3 to SERMA/LEPF.

1976 SERMA/LEPF contributed TRIPOLI-2 to RSIC.

1978 Betty MASKEWITZ visi ted Saclay and SERMA/LEPF.

1978-1979 Jean GONNORD spent one year in RSIC and developed cross section
processinq routines for TRIPOLI and SJJ codes.

1979 SERMA/LEPF contributed the fission product decay l ibrary
(ENDF/B-III format) to RSIC and received the DLC-11/VITAMIN-C
data packaqe. MAIENSCHEIN visi ted Saclay and discussed
biasinq techniques.

1980 RSIC orqnnised a Monte Carlo seminar-workshop in
TRIPOLI-2 was featured. Mrs. T. VERGNAUD, MM. NIMAL, and
GONTORD m. io the presentations. The IBM version of DOT 4.2
wns nwd-> available to SERMA/LEPF.

1980 B. CttCHEMIN visi ted ORNL to discuss K. DICKENS fisnion product
monrairomontn.

1981-1982 Itool CRAMER from ORNL .=pont 1R nnntha at Rnolnv TOrkinn with
SERMA/'LEPF and HEA W, to dovolop neutron-, <iainmn-rnv couolinq
for TRIPOLI. CRAMER also did sonic comparisons with
benchmarks.

1982 Followinq a Brookhaven Conference, J . QDIWDRD vis i ted RSIC.

1982 SERMA/LEPF contributed the second MERCURE-IV version and
obtained the CDC version of DOT-4.2.

DISCLAIMER
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